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Ararat:
Another Controversial First Ascent

C

laims, justified or not, to first ascents seem to hang around prominent
mountains, and sometimes remain unresolved for a long time. Bourrit's
churlish attempt to deny Balmat and Paccard their first ascent of Mont
Blanc has been exhaustively documented, up to and including a recent article
in the Alpine Journal. * Dr Cook's fraudulent claim to the first ascent of
Mount McKinley was soon exposed and has recently been re-enacted in a
television documentary. The Chinese claim to the North-East Ridge of
Everest was heavily disputed at the time by members of the Alpine Club
and others, but was finally resolved in favour of the Chinese. Maestri tried
to justify his disputed claim to a first ascent of Cerro Torre by unscrupulously
turning it into a via ferrata; and, of course, the mystery of Mallory and
Irvine's ascent of Everest remains unresolved.
Less well known are allegations connected with the climbs of Dr Johan
Jacob Friedrich Wilhelm von Parrot, Professor of Natural Philosophy at
the University of Dorpat, then in Tsarist Russia, now Tartu in Estonia.
Born in Germany in 1791, he joined his father, then Rector at Dorpat, and
died in 1847. Though Friedrich Parrot (junior) was at heart a keen mountaineer, climbing in the Alps, the Pyrenees, the Caucasus and on Ararat, he
lived in the age before it became fashionable to allow joy in the mountains
to supersede the meticulous claims of science. He carried a fragile
barometer on most of his climbs, establishing very accurate heights at many
points.
Doubts have been cast on Parrot's association with the Parrotspitze and
on his ascents of Mount Kazbek and, notably, Ararat. I hope to show that
these doubts can be dispelled. Any suggestion that he claimed for himself
the first ascent of the eponymous Parrotspitze - that high snow dome
(4,436m) on the south-west shoulder of Monte Rosa - can easily be
dismissed. In 1816 Parrot, with J Zumstein and two guides, climbed to a
point at about 4,OOOm on the south-west side of the Pyramide yincent, in
order to ascertain the 'lowest point of perpetual snow', a favourite scientific
theme of the period. They went no further, but in 1825 the Austrian Chief
of Staff, Franz Ludwig von Welden, took it upon himself to name the three
adjacent summits of Monte Rosa: Zumsteinspitze (where the Gnifetti Hut
now stands), Ludwigsh6he after himself, and Parrotspitze. The first recorded
ascent of the Parrotspitze was not made until 1863, by Messrs R J S
Macdonald, F C Grove and M Woodmass, with Melchior Anderegg as guide.

* Alpine Joumal105, pp177-189, 2000, and see Correspondence, pp149-152
in this volume.
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There is more ambiguity over Parrot's attempt on Mount Kazbek, the
5,000m peak that dominates the Trans-Caucasian Highway where it runs
through the Dariel Pass. On his way to Ararat in 1829 Parrot remembered
'standing on the crown of Kazbek' in 1811 but made no claim to a first
ascent. In 1868, when Douglas Freshfield made his first ascent and
successful traverse of Kazbek, he recalled that the locals spoke of 'Germans
who got no higher than the limit of perpetual snow'. I have managed to
resolve this discrepancy by finding the original account in the rare book by
Engelhardt and Parrot of their Reise in die Krym und den Kaukasus, published
in Berlin in 1815. From this it is clear that the two German climbers first
took local guides to camp near the snow-line, but that their attempts on
two successive days (13 and 14 September 1811) to go much higher were
frustrated after an hour or so on snow by the guides declaring it to be 'too
dangerous', and insisting on their return to base in the valley. Parrot was
determined to try again and engaged four Russian soldiers to accompany
him. Leaving Engelhardt to explore another side of the mountain, Parrot
set out with his escort on 17 September to climb much higher on to the
ridge leading to the summit, which was visible in the distance and estimated
at 500 metres higher. Unfortunately a heavy storm blew up and Parrot
yielded to the advice of his men to seek shelter, with the idea of reaching
the summit next day. But the storm continued, making another attempt
impossible; and Parrot, exhausted by his efforts, had to abandon the idea
of any further attempts. Thus, though he did not reach the summit of
Kazbek, Parrot's achievement on the mountain deserves more credit than
Freshfield's disparaging remarks would suggest.
Turning to the more serious question of Ararat, this mountain had been
the focus of Parrot's ambition ever since, in 1811, he had 'stood upon the
Kazbek during a snowstorm when a momentary break in the clouds
discovered in the distant south a high round solitary peak, in all probability
the silver crown of Ararat'.
In fulfilling his dream, Parrot was able to profit from the useful
relationship that his father, the first Rector of Dorpat, had established with
the liberal-minded Tsar Alexander the First, with whom he corresponded
on a friendly basis. After Alexander's mysterious death in 1825, the
succession passed to his more aggressive brother, Nicholas I, who was
victorious over the Turks in 1829. The territory so acquired put Ararat
entirely within the Tsarist domain, the summit having previously been
shared with the Ottoman and Persian Empires. Thanks to this Imperial
connection, Parrot was able to attract generous sponsorship and the
attachment of a military courier. This proved to be a young man named
Schiitz, 'of extraordinary activity and of most obliging disposition'. The
other four members of the party were scientists - Behagel, a mineralogist
pupil of Engelhardt, Federov, a trained astronomer, and two medical
students, Hehn and Schieman.
Inevitable delay in assembling the party meant that they did not leave
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Dorpat until 30 March 1829 (old-style), 11 April new-style (all subsequent
dates are transposed to new-style) to set out on the 2,300-mile journey to
Ararat. They travelled slowly across western Russia by way of Kharkov to
Nova Cherkask on the River Don. After the dreary journey across the
Kalmuck Steppe, they headed for the foothills of the Caucasus. Parrot's
mountaineering heart was soon gladdened by the sight of Elbruz, the
'imposing magnate of the Caucasus Alps in full splendour'.
The Trans-Caucasian route through the formidable Dariel Pass is
impressive enough today, giving, from above the village of Kasbegi, a
glimpse of Mount Kazbek; but not until Kobi, ten miles further south, is it
possible to get a clear view of the mountain. After crossing the watershed
by the Pass of the Cross, the party made the long descent to Tiflis, only to
learn that to continue their onward journey to Erivan was now out of the
question owing to an attack of plague in Armenia. Finally, on 1 September,
after a two-month delay, they were able to set out on the ISO-mile journey
from Tiflis to the Armenian monastery of Echmiadzin.
Rounding the shoulder of Alag6z, Parrot caught his first glimpse of Ararat.
Though shrouded in mist, enough of the mountain was visible to show
that the north-west side was less abrupt than he had expected and to confirm his view that the 'inaccessibility of the mountain must be confounded'.
In a rare fit of enthusiasm he could not conceal from his companions the
hopes that he began to entertain of reaching the summit himself. Descending from the shoulder of Alag6z into the Araxes valley, the party paid their
respects to the patriarch of the Armenian Church at the big monastery of
Echmiadzin (3,035ft above the Black Sea and still 35 miles from Ararat).
Here they were well received and were joined by a keen young 24-year-old
deacon named Abovian, who was to serve the party as interpreter. They
were also shown two revered pieces of wood, one said to be part of the
spear of one of Pilate's Roman soldiers at the Crucifixion and the other a
fragment of the Ark. Local superstition maintained that the latter had
been acquired by a monk who, over 1,000 years previously, had set out to
climb Ararat but had grown tired and fallen asleep. An angel had appeared
to him in a vision, and had pressed the piece of wood into his hand, telling
him that his devoutness had released him (and others) from any further
need to climb the mountain. Local belief in this myth was strong and since
that day, Ararat had been held too sacred to climb.
Nevertheless, after crossing the Araxes, Parrot's party headed towards
the base of the mountain, setting up their advanced base camp at the little
Armenian village of Arguri, close to the Monastery of St James where Noah
was alleged to have made an oblation to the Lord and founded a vineyard.
This was at the foot of the great Ahora Chasm, the cleft in the north-east
slope of Ararat where a volcanic explosion a few years later, in 1840,
destroyed the monastery and the village. On 24 September, Parrot set out
with the student Schieman, one Cossack and a peasant from Arguri. They
climbed up the right-hand side of the chasm, past the Chapel and Well of
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St Gregory, to reach a height of l2,360ft before bivouacking for the night.
The Cossack had brought no warm clothing and had to be wrapped
overnight in the thick grey blotting paper intended for preserving botanical
specimens. The next day Parrot and Schieman continued eastwards, crossing
three ridges with intervening 'glaciers', and by 3pm had climbed a slope of
hard snow to a height of l5,400ft. Hastening to return before nightfall,
they discovered that it was harder to descend the icy slope than to climb up
it. In the course of their descent, Schieman slipped but Parrot was able to
catch him with his staff, standing firm on his 'excellent many-pointed iceshoes'. However, the binding of these early-style crampons gave way and
the pair fell a couple of hundred feet down the slope onto some rocks;
fortunately they suffered no great personal injury though the glass tube of
the precious barometer was broken. They returned to the waiting Cossack
and spent that night on grass. Parrot and Schieman decided, wisely, that,
given the superstition attached to any ascent of the mountain, they would
make no mention of their mishap to any Armenian member of the party.
After repairing the barometer, Parrot prepared for a second attempt on
the summit, adding to his baggage a lead tablet dedicated to Tsar Nicholas I
by his faithful subject Count Paskevitch of Erivan, who had acquired for
his Tsar the area around Ararat two years previously. Parrot also added a
timber cross with a beam ten feet long and six inches square. They started
on 30 September 1829, having had the cross blessed by the Archimandrite
and loaded onto oxen. The party included the young deacon Abovian,
Behagel, Schieman and the four Armenian peasants from Arguri, as well
as three Russian soldiers. The village head-man advised ascent by the northwest side, less steep if somewhat longer, leading to the high-level pasturage
of the Kip Ghoill* at 11,500ft. They spent the night on the edge of the
perpetual snow at about 13,OOOft. The following morning, 1 October, they
started off without the oxen, which had proved unsuitable to carry such an
awkward load; the long beam of the cross was instead taken by one of the
peasants. Halting at the foot of a pyramid of snow, which looked like the
final summit, Parrot observed: 'We set foot upon that region which certainly,
since Noah's time, no human being has ever trodden.' As the slope
steepened, they resorted to cutting steps with axes, billhooks and staffs. A
little further on, where the slope levelled out briefly, the weather worsened
and Parrot decided to turn back at l6,028ft. Here he erected the cross,
attaching the lead plaque in honour of Tsar Nicholas.
At this point the head-man, Stepan Melik, made a bold declaration: 'Time
alone is wanting; for the rest, we are nearly on the top.' Parrot recorded
that this confident assertion 'completely soothed the downcast spirits of all
but myself, whose only consolation was the hope of another, and more
successful, attempt'. After a night at Kip Ghoill, when light snow fell on
2 October, they returned to St James Monastery and a luxurious diet of
sheep, wild hog shot by the Cossacks, salmon-trout and other delicacies.
Thus fortified, Parrot was encouraged to make his third attempt, but it was
* Lake Kop in John Town's article (see Bibliography).
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not until 7 October that the weather had cleared sufficiently to make a
start. Stepan declined to join the party on the grounds of being too tired,
but he agreed to send four active peasants who were joined by a volunteer.
Parrot added two Cossack soldiers and the enthusiastic young deacon
Abovian who, with the medical student Hehn, made up the party. They set
out again for the Kip Ghoill, with three oxen to carry the baggage. On this
occasion Parrot decided to take only a small cross with bars just two inches
in cross-section, cut out of oak, and so put together that the longer piece
might be used as a staff. At the base of a 'towering pile of stones which the
poor animals could hardly have climbed', they distributed the loads and
sent the oxen back. The horses had already been sent back with a Cossack,
and Hehn, who wished to study the vegetation but not to go above the
snow-line, had also returned. Parrot's party camped at 13,OOOft among some
rocks and enjoyed a good meal and a gloriously warm evening, but the
Armenians, including, of course, Abovian, were all fasting.
Starting at 6.30am, they found that the temporary snowfall of the day
before had partially melted, leaving the rest frozen into 'glacier ice'. Deterred
by these conditions, three of the peasants decided to turn back, leaving
Ovannes Arvassian and the volunteer Muret Pogossian to carry on, with
the two soldiers; they pushed on unremittingly, 'excited rather than
discouraged by the difficulties'. The cry of 'boldly onwards' inspired them
to overcome the various intermediate snowy summits and, after cutting
steps on the steepest slope, at 3.1Spm on 9 October 1829 they stood on the
top of Ararat: 'Formed of eternal ice, without rock or stone to interrupt its
continuity, it was the austere silvery head of old Ararat.' A flattish depression
to the east connected this summit with a slightly lower one less than half a
mile away. On the way up they had passed the larger cross which, at some
distance, looked quite small. Parrot conjectured that the flattish saddle
between the two summits might have been the spot on which Noah's Ark
came to rest. Though a committed Christian, he did not find it necessary
to believe that the Ark came to rest on the very summit of Ararat. His
interpretation of Genesis 8.4 inclined him to the view that it might have
rested on the saddle as low as the gap between the Great and Little Ararat,
or that it might, if on the summit, be buried under a large accumulation of
ice and snow.
'Having surveyed the prospect around,' Parrot turned to look for his
companions, and was surprised to miss the 'faithful Abovian'. pespite the
disadvantage of having fasted the previous day, and the encumbrance of
his monastic dress, Abovian had gone to set up the smaller cross. He had
taken it upon himself to locate it over the north-east edge of the summit to
make it visible from St James and Arguri. Parrot was clearly anxious that,
by siting the small five-foot cross on shifting ice, this memorial of their
ascent would not remain in place for very long. However, he reckoned it
would serve as a mark for the measurement of the mountain which
Federov was simultaneously carrying out at the monastery below.
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Federov's calculation put the summit at 1O,876ft above its base, giving the
top of Ararat a vertical height of 17,21 Oft above Black Sea level.
On the summit of Ararat Parrot's party consisted of himself, the deacon
Abovian, and the soldiers Sdrovenko and Chalpanof, both of the 41 st Jager
Regiment, the latter being so impressed by the importance of the enterprise
that he wore his dress uniform and decorations under his cloak. Also on
the summit were Ovannes Arvassian, a native of Arguri, and Muret
Pogossian, the energetic volunteer who also hailed from that village. He
seems to have been a bit of a joker, letting others do the work while he kept
them in good spirits. After pouring a libation to the Prophet Noah, the
party descended the steep summit slopes, reaching their bivouac by
moonlight and the Kip Ghoill early the next morning. At noon on 10
October they were back at the spot where, 4,000 years before, Noah had
allegedly, on his descent from Ararat, built an altar to the Lord and offered
burnt offerings. Parrot's party discharged some celebratory rockets, kindly
supplied by the Captain of Artillery in Erivan.
Immediately after his return to 'riflis, Parrot gave the Tijlis Chronicle a
detailed account of his journey to the summit of Mount Ararat. It was
published in their issue of October 1829. He then set out homewards to
Dorpat, arriving there in early March 1830. Unfortunately, his published
article did not prevent malicious tongues, motivated by greed or influenced
by superstitious tradition, from wagging back in Armenia. A rumour may
have started from Stepan Melik, the head-man of Arguri, and in his book
of the expedition, Journey to Ararat, Parrot reported that, in 1831, 'a man
belonging to the educated European public, a man of merit in his way possessing good local knowledge of these countries' published in the Tijlis
Chronicle a commentary insisting on the 'impossibility' of the Ararat ascent.
Parrot was, of course, highly indignant and, in addition to having a refutation
published by the Tijlis Chronicle in the same year, he called for sworn
depositions by those who had been with him on the summit. These were
obtained by the Commander of the Trans-Caucasian Provinces in October
1831 and sent from Tiflis on 5 December 1831 to Prince Lieven, Minister
for Public Instruction, to be forwarded from St Petersburg to Parrot in
Dorpat.
The affidavits of the two soldiers of the Jager Regiment, Chalpanof and
Sdrovenko, were taken on oath before Russian officers and were quite
straightforward, testifying, among other things, that 'a small wooden cross
no more than three feet and a half high was erected on the summit, high
above the surface of the snow, and fixed firmly in the ice'. The testimonies
provided by the two Armenians from Arguri were longer and, as they were
both illiterate, these were dictated, two years after the ascent, to an Armenian
priest in the presence of a Superintendent of Police on 15 October 1831.
The two identical statements referred to the second and higher cross erected
near the summit, but included the unfortunate statement, 'We were not on
the very summit because further on there is no snow lying, only ice and,
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besides, the steepness of the slope allows no further progress.' This priest,
probably influenced by his superiors at Echmiadzin, clearly slanted the
accounts to suggest that the inviolability of their sacred mountain was still
intact. These superiors may also have imposed silence on the deacon
Abovian whose testimony, as the the only educated member of the summit
party other than Parrot himself, would have been valuable.
The most misleading, and indeed malicious, statement was taken from
the illiterate Stepan Melik. Although he was the one who had envisaged
no real difficulty in reaching the summit, he had been too tired or too
terrified, on the third atempt, to go above the snow-line. He testified to the
erection of the first cross with a lead plate with an inscription, 'the meaning
of which was unknown to me' but added, ignorantly and gratuitously, in
relation to ascending the highest summit of Ararat, 'that is quite impossible,
partly on account of the terrible cold which makes it difficult even to draw
one's breath, even where the cross was erected, but chiefly because the
mountains lie intermediate summits] rising beyond the place of the cross
fill me with terror at the first view of their steepness and no longer covered
with snow but all of ice, they rise like great walls.' His testimony was the
least credible, since he did not accompany the party to the summit. He also
made a claim which Parrot scornfully described as 'somewhat beyond the
prescriptive bounds of Oriental hypocrisy', namely that he and the other
villagers were often obliged 'to haul up Mr Parrot and his companions
with ropes'. ('We would not resort to such ridiculous aid,' interjected Parrot,
though he agreed that the great cross was dragged up by ropes.)
In addition to his earlier refutation of these allegations in the Tiflis
Chronicle, Parrot not only included a verbatim translation of the documents
in his expedition book Journey to Ararat (first published in Berlin in 1834),
but also added, with perhaps unwarranted generosity, that he would not
have hesitated to do so 'even if dark superstition had made free with the
truth, to my prejudice, to a much greater extent than it has done in two of
the documents'.
After leaving the St James base, Parrot made various diversions which
delayed their crossing of the watershed on the Trans-Caucasian Highway
to Kobi until December. Here Parrot enjoyed a view of the 'majestic snowy
cone of Kasbek' and contemplated 'the well-known rocky summits and
plains of ice and snow which I had so often gone over' eighteen years earlier.
But, it will be noted, he made no explicit mention of having reached the
Kasbek summit. After a further diversion from Astrakhan up the Volga,
Parrot fmally reached Dorpat early in March 1830.
Doubts about the veracity of Parrot's ascent of Ararat rest on two widelydiffering sets of opinions. The first was the persistence of local superstition
and ignorance, perhaps fostered by the Armenian Church authorities. These
w.e have considered above. The second group of doubters were more
sophisticated. They comprised the scientist-mountaineers who, in the early
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19th century, did not think it seemly or justifiable to climb mountains for
their own sake unless there was a scientific objective in view. Parrot only
occasionally allowed his enthusiasm for mountains to shine through his
serious scientific observations. The latter were, for him, paramount and his
scientific integrity was not to be doubted; but Parrot did indeed share our
more modern enthusiasm for mountains.
The incredulity shown over Ararat by the geographers of the day turned
out to be as ill-founded as those who doubted the observation by Krapf of
snow on the Equator! This school of thought maintained that it was quite
impossible to ascend an ice summit of such steepness. That notion was
finally disposed of at the end of August 1841 when Messrs Agassiz, J D
Forbes of Edinburgh, and others, climbed the ice slope of comparable
steepness which leads to the summit of the Jungfrau from the south. Forbes'
enthusiastic account of this achievement is recorded in the Edinburgh New
Philosophical Journal of 1842.
Three questions require to be answered about Parrot's claim to Ararat.
First: did he reach the true summit? His description of the west and east
summits and the hollow between the two makes it completely credible that
he did, though observations of the two crosses by witnesses on the plain
below may have suggested the contrary. Second: was Parrot's the first
recorded ascent? Local tradition made it clear that, apart from Noah, few,
if any, had ventured even onto the lower levels of the snow; if they did, they
certainly left no record of their exploits. Finally, the question remains: could
Parrot and his party have ascended the steep ice slope? Although his
achievement was vindicated when the geographers eventually accepted that
possibility, it is likely that local superstition relating to any desecration of
the summit remains as strong as the beliefs relating to certain Himalayan
summits do today.
The last word may perhaps be given to James Bryce who, on his solo
ascent of Ararat in 1877, found a piece of wood which he avoided identifying
as gopher-wood, of which the Ark was built, but which may well have been
a fragment of one of Parrot's crosses.
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The Great Flood
A recently propounded theory claims that the Mediterranean,
by breaking through the Bosphorus into the Black Sea, raised
the level by 300ft and brought about the Great Flood. I prefer
the claims of the Judi Dag, put forward by that intrepid traveller
Gertrude Bell who passed that way in late 1910. This modest
hill, perhaps 1,500m above sea level but high enough to collect
snow in winter, is located near the point at which the Tigris
breaks through the last ranges near Zakho into the
Mesopotamian Plain. It is thus a more plausible candidate for a
point on which the Ark might have grounded if it was in fact
the Mesopotamian Plain that had been flooded. The Nestorians
built a cloister of the Ark there, which was destroyed in AD766.
The Moslems later built a shrine on the summit, of which only
some roofless walls remain. Gertrude Bell was told that
Christian, Moslem and Jew still visited this shrine on a certain
day in the summer to offer oblations to the Prophet Noah,
common to all three faiths. In 1910 the Ottoman Empire
extended over the whole region, but nowadays, though Judi Dag
is in Turkey, it is so close to the boundaries with Syria and Iraq
that it is probably more difficult of access even than Ararat itself.
Gertrude Bell subscribed to the version of the Koran which
asserts 'and immediately the water abated and the decree was
fu1fi11ed and the Ark rested upon the mountain of Judi'.

